
Release Notes 2.66  Wednesday, December 23rd, 2020

Happy Holidays EasyClockers, blessings to all of you, and the best of wishes for
everyone in the coming year. Here are the notes for release 2.66. In this release, we
added a new search box in the employee view for timesheet employees. Fixed a
few bugs in different areas of the product such as Paid Time Off, Dashboard
Timecards, Reports, and Scheduler. Kindly send us an email with your feedback to
products@easyclocking.com. Stay tuned for upcoming updates...

New Features:

1. TimeSheets Employee view - Employees can now search for the “Project” or “Job”
desired to enter when adding a new timesheet entry: When a “timesheet” employee
enters a new timesheet entry they will be able to search for the project or job desired
when adding time.
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Enhancements/Add-ons:
1. Reports - The “Custom Report “ will now show the notes added to “Bonus Hours”

and “Bonus Earnings”: Previously, the custom report would only show the notes added
to absences or time logs and not for bonus hours or earnings. We have enhanced this
report to show the notes added to bonus hours and earnings.

Fixed Errors/Bugs:
1. Paid Time Off - Fixed an issue in the paid time off “Taken” column when viewing

balance totals: When an absence is edited to a different absence type after it was created,
the total in the “Taken” column in the paid time off tab would not update resulting in
viewing incorrect totals.



2. API - “UserTimeLog” endpoint issue: Fixed an issue when using the "UserTimeLog"
endPoint and "POST" method, the "timeLogType" was working backward and it would
input the incorrect or not desired action.



3. Reports issue - The “Custom Report “ would show the “Signature” sign on each
page when an employee has multiple sheets of timecards: This issue would bring a lot
of unnecessary noise to the report. Now the signature sign will show on the last page of
the report.

4. Scheduler issue - Shifts were not aligning correctly when using the “weekly” view:
Fixed an issue on the scheduler weekly view, some shifts did not align with the correct
time of the day.

5. Timecard issue - "Operation Error" occurred when approving a timecard with
Comp Time: Fixed an issue when approving a timecard with comp time. AN operation
error would occur, however, if the page was refreshed the timecard did show as approved
but the operation error is not the expected behavior.

6. Holiday issue - When a new holiday was created, the absence would be assigned to
“Inactive” or “Terminated” employees: Corrected an issue when a new Holiday was
created it would assign the Holiday to inactive and terminated employees and this is no
the expected behavior.


